STATE TO DEBATE UNION THURSDAY

Christian and Goldberg to Vie With Union over WOKO at 3:00 O’clock

The State college debate team will open the season with a dual against Union college on Thursday from 3:00 to 4:00 o’clock over station WOKO, Albany. Dr. Harold W. Thompson, professor of English and coach of the debate team, announced today. A debate team representing the National Student Union of Students of England will debate State college students on the following night at the auditorium of Page hall.

The subject of the Union debate is “Resolved that the United states should make no effort to achieve 100 per cent international 111 marriage.” Mr. C. E. C. Thomas, assistant professor of English, will defend the affirmative side of the question. The debate team, under Dr. Thompson’s able leadership, will defend the affirmative side of the question.

Dr. Thompson has been preparing the debate team for the season, and has been practicing every day with the entire team. The debate team is composed of the following: Dr. Thompson, chairman; Edward Eldred Potter, Mr. J. S. Harf, Mr. J. S. Harf, Mr. J. S. Harf, Mr. J. S. Harf, Mr. J. S. Harf, Mr. J. S. Harf, Mr. J. S. Harf, Mr. J. S. Harf, Mr. J. S. Harf, Mr. J. S. Harf, Mr. J. S. Harf, Mr. J. S. Harf, Mr. J. S. Harf, Mr. J. S. Harf, Mr. J. S. Harf.

MONTHLY MEETING TO BE TONIGHT

Dr. Allan Hicks To Be Chairman Of Monthly Board Meeting At 9:30 In Lounge

The regular monthly Board of Directors meeting will be held tonight in the Union at 9:30 o’clock according to Professor W. A. L. McCombs, president of the Union.

Following the regular business meeting, Dr. Allan H. Hicks, chairman of the board, will preside over the meeting. The following committee assistants will also attend the meeting: Dr. E. M. Blomberg, chairman of the junior college committee; Miss Mary E. Brown, chairman of the music committee; Dr. W. A. L. McCombs, chairman of the faculty committee; Dr. W. A. L. McCombs, chairman of the administration committee; Hilda Proper, chairman of the women’s committee; Miss E. A. E. Fish, chairman of the finance committee; and Miss C. E. C. Thomas, chairman of the literary committee.

SOCIAL STATUS OF JUNIOR COLLEGE MAY BE ASSEMBLY DISCUSSION TODAY

News Conducts Vote Monday in 1:15 and 5:05 Classes; Ballots Show Approximately 54% Of Students Willing To Pay Tax, Totaling $936.00 for Budget

The question of the social status of junior college students may again be raised at the assembly meeting today. The social status question has been studied in several other colleges in the United States, and has been the subject of a recent assembly meeting at this college. Dr. A. R. Buchholtz, president, in a personal interview, stated: “They asked me about the social status question. The question was brought up again this year, and has been discussed at several assembly meetings.”

According to a straw poll conducted on Monday by the State College Student Association, 54% of the junior college students were willing to pay $936.00 for the social status question. The question was brought up again this year, and has been discussed at several assembly meetings.

Y. W. C. A. To HAVE REVUE TOMORROW

Silver Tea Will Follow In Lounge, Hilda Proper, 34, General Chairwoman, States

Workshores of fashion, whose contents cover several generations of styles, were enjoyed at a Silver Tea in the Union lounge yesterday afternoon at 3:00 o’clock. The Silver Tea, which was in charge of the Y. W. C. A., was attended by 50 members of the Y. W. C. A. and 20 members of the Y. W. C. A. Junior chapter.

A Merit Award

NEW MEMBERS

Genna Kopp, Phi Epsilon lifetime, Marion Aubert, Lois Van De Wall, and Edith Koldberg ordered as members of the Phi Epsilon chapter. These members are: Lida Hafner, president, Elizabeth Bole, chairman, and Florence Patterson, secretary.

HONORARY MEMBERS

The following are elected to membership in the Y. W. C. A, for the present year: Mrs. Robert E. Froude, chairman; Miss E. A. E. Fish, vice-chairman; Miss C. E. C. Thomas, secretary; and Miss H. H. Hart, treasurer.

Edward Eldred Potter Dance Will Be Tonight

The annual fall dance of the Edward Eldred Potter club will be conducted in the lounge on Richardson hall tonight at 8:30 o’clock. The club will be in charge of the dance, and will be attended by all members of the club.

The dance will feature dancing, music, and refreshments. The refreshments will be supplied by the Y. W. C. A. Junior chapter, and will be sold at a nominal price.

THE QUARTERLY

Dr. R. Ruedemann To Address Club

Famous Paleontologist Will Talk In Lounge Tomorrow Night At 7:30 O’clock

Dr. R. Ruedemann, world-famous paleontologist, will address the State college community tonight at 7:30 o’clock in the lounge. Dr. Ruedemann is the author of several books on paleontology, and has been invited to speak at many universities and colleges.

Dr. Ruedemann’s lecture, which is entitled “Interpretative Dancing Is an Aid to Art Studies,” will be held in the lounge on Richardson hall. The lecture will be given by Dr. R. Ruedemann, and will be attended by all members of the State college community.

The lecture will be in charge of the State college community, and will be given by Dr. R. Ruedemann, who has been invited to speak at many universities and colleges.

The lecture will be given in the lounge on Richardson hall, and will be attended by all members of the State college community.
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It seems absurd that such an opportunity should be lost given the opportunity. If these students should come interested in student activities in the College, they were led the dance rental of last assumption of man's people that only one or two of the ahead shown an interest in what is going on about the has been determined by the administration. On the other raise the standard of the varsity and afford more room in these people are willing to pay the student who wanted to play basketball would be forced to pay the In-Chief of the NEWS. Anonymity will be preserved if so. Much discussion has been carried on as in the social fraternity, 680 Madison Avenue, 2-3266 Phi Delta, 20 S. Allen Street, 2-9836 Beta Zeta. The student body certainly named "America's Greatest Dance Mime", while Mr. Lomax is important through his recent collections of America's greatest dance mime. Perhaps this has occurred her frivolities were scandalous and irresistible to those who by Alexander Dumas, the elder, from the steady stream of admirers of both sexes. Perhaps this has occurred her frivolities were scandalous and irresistible to those who by Alexander Dumas, the elder, from the steady stream of admirers of both sexes. Perhaps this has occurred her frivolities were scandalous and irresistible to those who by Alexander Dumas, the elder, from the steady stream of admirers of both sexes. Perhaps this has occurred her frivolities were scandalous and irresistible to those who by Alexander Dumas, the elder, from the steady stream of admirers of both sexes. Perhaps this has occurred her frivolities were scandalous and irresistible to those who by Alexander Dumas, the elder, from the steady stream of admirers of both sexes.
THROUGH THE DARTMOUTH LINE, Kellett of Penn gets away for a ten-yard gain. A few moments later the Penn team crashed through for the first touchdown of the game, which Dartmouth pulled out of the fire in the last periods to bring the final score to Dartmouth 14, Penn 7.

ITS "DOCTOR" ROOSEVELT NOW—The President is shown at the right receiving the honorary degree of Doctor of Laws from Gilbert W. Mead, president of George Washington University.

NOTRE DAME'S NEMESIS—Judge W. P. Steffen, of Chicago, was caught in the act by our cameraman phoning his Carnegie Tech squad a new play. When he coached the Technicians they beat Notre Dame.

IT MAY BE A GAG, but nevertheless the picture studios out west have hired Marshall Duffield (at left), former all-American grid star, as assistant director. He is here making up Dorothy Wilson.

MOST BEAUTIFUL FOOTBALL TEAM in America. Here we have the co-ed grid squad of the Weber College of Ogden, and they challenge any feminine grid team in the country.

SOCIAL COMMISSIONER of the North Dakota State College campus, Miss Elysia Hill is also Homecoming Queen and leading co-ed actress. She starred in the Bison Brevi- ties last year.
"HELLO"—this was the greeting given by 93,000 spectators to another victory for Michigan's Wolverines. The Wolverine band is shown here in formation at the start of the game which ended with a score of Michigan 13, Ohio State 0. The favored Wolverines are giving the Michigan band plenty to cheer for this year—with the pennant almost conceded them.

POLAR ANIMALS will be studied by Dr. Karl B. Perkins of Rutgers University, who is a member of the Byrd Antarctic Expedition.

MANIACI AND MANIACI, INC., famous passing duo, has at last gone bankrupt, with Sam now tossing the ball for Columbia and Joe performing similar duty for Fordham. They are here getting a few pointers from their parents.

TEN ACTIVITIES, from football to fraternity president, are on the date card of Roman Meyers, captain of the North Dakota State College eleven. He also rates high scholastically.

"GRAND HOTEL" is the nickname given to the International House at Iowa State College, home for foreign men students. It is the only one of its kind in America, and is supervised by the faculty of the Iowa institution.

NOBEL PRIZE WINNER—Thomas Hunt Morgan, noted zoologist of Pasadena, Calif., has been awarded the Nobel Prize for achievement in the field of medicine in 1933.
A VICTORIOUS FROSH—R.A. Brock defeated many juniors who were competing for the post of drum major of the Davidson College band.

FROM PRESIDENT TO GOVERNOR—or at least that is what the friends of President Denny of the University of Alabama, who has announced his candidacy for the governorship of the state, predict.

HERE'S THE BIBLE that University of Nebraska students pray for when they wish a football victory. It’s Coach Dana X. Bible, winner of three Big Six championships.

PEPPIEST CO-ED on the Iowa State campus is Miss Martha Jane Puckett, Pep Queen chosen by popular vote. She presides over all pepfests.

35,000 ACRES compose the mountain campus of Middlebury College in Vermont—probably the largest college campus in the United States. Above is shown a group of Middlebury students and faculty members cooking luncheon at Montclair Glen Lodge on the south slope of Camel's Hump mountain—yes, on the campus.

THE LONG AND SHORT OF IT at Creighton University. Here are James Fleming, 4 feet 8 inches, and Jack Harris, 6 feet 8 inches.

SOCER IN THE MINIATURE. Jack Carr, Harvard’s varsity coach, introduced this board to help in showing his men how to move against opponents.
AN OLD ROCKNE PLAY outwitted Notre Dame's befuddled second-string team to score a touchdown in the second play of the game. The rest of the afternoon the Carnegie Tech men played the regulars to a standstill, with the verdict 7-0. Terbus of Tech is shown here being thrown for a loss.

FIGHT, MEN, FIGHT—another of your sacred jobs has been assumed by a member of the fairer sex. Above is shown Miss Irene Taylor, coach of the boys' football team of the Junior Mixed School in London. She attends all of the matches and gives them daily practice and instruction.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS PHOTO
MONOPOLIZING student honors, Bob Michelet, Dartmouth's veteran guard, is a Phi Beta student as well as a football and track star. He is also president of his class.

MOST ATTRACTIVE, said Winchell, when he chose Miss Marjorie Kiser the most beautiful co-ed on the Ohio State campus. She is the Homecoming Queen of the Buckeyes this year.

ROYAL SWEETS at Illinois College included the six most popular women in the freshman class—and they formed the suite for the most popular co-ed on the Jacksonville campus, the 1933 Homecoming Queen. They are shown here with the royal guards and the royal richsha men.

"IT CAN BE DONE", asserted Mayor Sinclair W., son of the former secretary of war, when he told students at Lasell Junior College that he had managed his city with financial success even in the days of the depression.

THE "MAN IN THE IRON MASK" comes to life—on the gridiron. Spectators at the George Washington University-Alabama Polytechnic game were awed a bit when they saw Don Bomba George Washington fullback, appear on the field in an iron mask. He is shown plugging through the Polytechnic line for a large gain.

ROYAL SWEETS at Illinois College included the six most popular women in the freshman class—and they formed the suite for the most popular co-ed on the Jacksonville campus, the 1933 Homecoming Queen. They are shown here with the royal guards and the royal richsha men.

"TAG AND RROM" DAY is something new for the co-eds on the University of Pennsylvania campus. In the morning the intemperate students were sagged for continuous athletic events all afternoon. Ethel Croll is being tagged by Betty Brooks.

UP IN SMOKE! Historic St. Joseph's College, founded by Pere LeFebvre in New Brunswick in 1864 was recently destroyed by fire. The splendid walls of th administration building are here shown engulfed against the new wing of the college, built in 1932, which can be seen in flames.

PERMANENT RELIEF from angina pectoris, a disease of the heart, has been afforded by the development of a new operation by Dr. Elliott C. Cutler, of the Harvard University Medical School.

PROMINENT in student activities at Cortland Normal School, Miss Mary Carpenter has just been elected vice-president of the student council of the New York institution.

"IT CAN BE DONE", asserted Mayor Sinclair W., son of the former secretary of war, when he told students at Lasell Junior College that he had managed his city with financial success even in the days of the depression.

UP IN SMOKE! Historic St. Joseph's College, founded by Pere LeFebvre in New Brunswick in 1864 was recently destroyed by fire. The splendid walls of th administration building are here shown engulfed against the new wing of the college, built in 1932, which can be seen in flames.

PERMANENT RELIEF from angina pectoris, a disease of the heart, has been afforded by the development of a new operation by Dr. Elliott C. Cutler, of the Harvard University Medical School.

PROMINENT in student activities at Cortland Normal School, Miss Mary Carpenter has just been elected vice-president of the student council of the New York institution.
BOOKS OF THE WEEK

Sharp Yet Gentle...
Out of My Head. By Margaret Fishback. E. P. Dutton & Company, Inc. $2.00.

The delightful author of one of last year's best sellers, "I Feel Better Now," has moved to another book of refreshing, lively verse. Miss Fishback, who lives in New York City, has gathered an abundance of experience from everyday observations which she incorporates in her light, rippling lines. She has a capacity for taking the prosaic incidents occurring in that pulsating metropolis, and delightfully tearing them apart with gloved hands. Although her criticism is never vehement, nothing escapes her shrewdness. Taxicabs and sparrows, men and vegetables, all receive their due from the sharp yet gentle pen of Miss Fishback. Her style and type of poetry is similar to that of Samuel Hoffenstein's, but where the latter refuses to make a detour, Miss Fishback treats euphemistically the many-sided life that whirs about her.

The author came to R. H. Macy & Company, New York department store, after graduating from Goucher College, Baltimore, in 1927. Her brittle verses and sly first-person paragraphs made merchandising for the first time gay, permeating the business of selling potato mashers, canaries, and riding habits with puck-like humor.

A Traveling Professor...
Raggle-Taggle. By Dr. Walter Starkie. E. P. Dutton & Company, Inc. $3.00.

So rarely are we given an opportunity to pry into the private lives of our college professors that we should consider this charming novel of travel brought to us by Dr. Walter Starkie, professor of Spanish at the University of Dublin, an inviting experience. In Raggle-Taggle, an erudite man of letters doffs his pedagogical trimmings and sets out with a fiddle and a camera on an audacious tramp through the rougher regions of the Balkan countries. From its beginning this fascinating tale is one continuous entertainment, expounding adventure after adventure among the dark-skinned, musical vagabonds of Europe's gypsy class. It is most amusing to see our pedant brushing elbows with the more truculent half of life, as well as with the dusky female species whose advances he passes off with tactful gentleness, always taking his romance with a grain of salt and never once forgetting his station in life. We follow this troubadour and his disguise, waiting for him to betray himself and his vocation and we are not at all surprised to catch him meditating upon the companions of Xenophon when he comes upon the shores of Lake Balaton.

After reading this pleasant book of travel you will be more prone to appreciate the latent qualities, and feel more kindly towards the sometimes stern, dogmatical figure on the rostrum in your lecture hall.

MR. HOUSEWIFE! This is the greeting one uses when he approaches this home of self-supporting students at Iowa State Teachers College. Above is a photo of one of the students peeling the potatoes for the evening meal, while below is the entire "family" seated at the supper table after a hard day in the classroom and work after school.

UP IN THE AIR! Florence Allen, Ski-U-Mah sales queen at the University of Minnesota, goes up in the air to sell magazines to Don Pletsch, a graduate student in entomology.

FROM SOUP TO NUTS—and from reporting to typesetting—college publication editors and business managers were entertained and instructed when they convened for the annual Associated Collegiate Press convention in Chicago last month. Above is shown the large crowd of student publishers that attended the banquet held the last night of the convention. Prominent educators and publishers addressed the delegates during the two-day meeting.
A NICE FRAME—Sally Eilers spent her recent vacation in the beautiful Yosemite National Park. She has just returned to the movie city to resume her screen work, this time starring with James Dunn.

WHAT ARE WE MAD ABOUT?—asks Charlotte Henry, the Alice of "Alice in Wonderland," (at right) as Edward Everett Horton who plays the Mad Hatter is touched up by Wally Westmore for the famous Tea Party scene. At the left we have a scene with chessmen gamboling about the hearth, with Louise Fazenda as the White Queen and Ford Sterling as the White King.

SMART FROCKS AND ENSEMBLES for the up-to-the-second co-ed are illustrated here. At the extreme left is a favorite two-piece type frock with shaped or long tailored sleeves. In the center we have an ensemble that is perfect alone or under your top-coat for important week-end engagements. A campus ensemble that is distinctive is shown at the right. The back and sleeves of the coat are cut in one piece.

MOTHER'S LITTLE HELPMATE—Lew Ayres apparently doesn't believe in signs—especially those on the lot.
It's no place for jangled nerves—this game called polo. Listen to Cecil Smith, one of America's finest players:

"Polo makes continuous demands on your nervous system. A fraction of a second determines whether or not you can successfully ride your opponent out of a play and a fraction of an inch in your aim when going full gallop may mean the difference of a goal made or missed. No wonder international polo takes years of practice, excellent physical condition and healthy nerves. Most polo players, myself included, smoke a great deal and prefer to smoke Camels. They seem milder. I like their flavor and they never upset my nerves."

Try Camels yourself. You'll like their flavor, too—and whether you play polo or not you'll appreciate the fact that you can smoke as many as you want without upsetting your nerves.

CAMEL'S COSTLIER TOBACCOS
NEVER GET ON YOUR NERVES... NEVER TIRE YOUR TASTE
THROUGH THE DARTMOUTH LINE, Kellett of Penn gets away for a ten-yard gain. A few moments later the Penn team crashed through for the first touchdown of the game, which Dartmouth pulled out of the fire in the last periods to bring the final score to Dartmouth 14, Penn 7.

IT MAY BE A GAG, but nevertheless the picture studios out west have hired Marshall Duffield (at left), former all-American grid star, as assistant director. He is here making up Dorothy Wilson.

NOTRE DAME'S NEMESIS. Judge W. P. Steffen, of Chicago, was caught in the act by our cameraman phoning his Carnegie Tech squad a new play. When he coached the Technicians they beat Notre Dame.

ITS "DOCTOR" ROOSEVELT NOW—The President is shown at the right receiving the honorary degree of Doctor of Laws from Gilbert W. Mead, president of George Washington University.

MOST BEAUTIFUL FOOTBALL TEAM in America. Here we have the co-ed grid squad of the Weber College of Ogden, and they challenge any feminine grid team in the country.

SOCIAL COMMISSIONER of the North Dakota State College campus, Miss Erlys Hill is also Homecoming Queen and leading co-ed actress. She starred in the Bison Brevilies last year.
"HELLO"—this was the greeting given by 93,000 spectators to another victory for Michigan's Wolverines. The Wolverine band is shown here in formation at the start of the game which ended with a score of Michigan 13, Ohio State 0. The favored Wolverines are giving the Michigan band plenty to cheer for this year—with the pennant almost conceded them.

POLAR ANIMALS will be studied by Dr. Earl B. Perkins of Rutgers University, who is a member of the Second Byrd Antarctic Expedition.

MANIACI AND MANIACI, INC., famous passing duo, has at last gone bankrupt, with Sam now tot­ ing the ball for Co­ lumbia and Joe per­ forming similar duty for Fordham. They are here get­ ting a few pointers from their parent.

TEN ACTIVI­ TIES, from foot­ ball to fraternity president, are on the date card of Ru­ man Meyers, cap­ tain of the North Dakota State College eleven. He also rates high scholastically.

"GRAND HOTEL" is the nickname given to the International House at Iowa State College, home for foreign men students. It is the only one of its kind in America, and is supervised by the faculty of the Iowa institution.

NOBEL PRIZE WINNER—Thomas Hunt Morgan, noted zo­ ologist of Pasadena, Calif., has been awarded the Nobel Prize for achievement in the field of medicine in 1933.
A VICTORIOUS FROSH—
R. A. Brock defeated many juniors who were competing for the post of drum major of the Davidson College band.

FROM PRESIDENT TO GOVERNOR—or at least that is what the friends of President Denny of the University of Alabama, who has announced his candidacy for the governorship of the state, predict.

HERE'S THE BIBLE that University of Nebraska students pray for when they wish a football victory. It's Coach Dana X. Bible, winner of three Big Six championships.

PEPPIEST CO-ED on the Iowa State campus is Miss Martha Jane Puckett, Pep Queen chosen by popular vote. She presides over all pep fests.

35,000 ACRES compose the mountain campus of Middlebury College in Vermont—probably the largest college campus in the United States. Above is shown a group of Middlebury students and faculty members cooking luncheon at Montclair Glen Lodge on the south slope of Camel's Hump mountain—yes, on the campus.

THE LONG AND SHORT OF IT at Creighton University. Here are James Fleming, 4 feet 8 inches, and Jack Harris, 6 feet 8 inches.

Soccer in the miniature. Jack Carr, Harvard's varsity coach, introduced this board to help in showing his men how to move against opponents.
AN OLD ROCKNE PLAY sometime Notre Dame's befuddled second-string team to score a touchdown in the second play of the game. The rest of the afternoon the Carnegie Tech men played the regulars to a standstill, with the verdict 7-0. Terebus of Tech is shown here being thrown for a loss.

FIGHT, MEN, FIGHT—another of your sacred jobs has been assumed by a member of the fairer sex. Above is shown Miss Irene Taylor, coach of the boys' football team of the Junior Mixed School in London. She signs all of the matches and gives them daily practice and instruction.

THE "MAN IN THE IRON MASK" comes to life on the gridiron. Spectators at the George Washington University—Alabama Polytechnic game were awed a bit when they saw Don Bomba, George Washington fullback, appear on the field in an iron mask. He is shown plunging through the Polytechnic line for a large gain.

MONOPOLIZING student honors, Bob Michelet, Dartmouth's veteran guard, is a Phi Beta student as well as a football and track star. He is also president of his class.

MOST ATTRACTIVE, said Winchest, when he chose Miss Marjorie Kiser the most beautiful co-ed of the Ohio State campus. She is the Homecoming Queen of the Buckeyes this year.

"IT CAN BE DONE," asserted Mayor Ritchie, "when he told students the days of the depression are over." He had managed his city with financial success even in the days of the depression.

ROYAL SWEETS at Illinois College included the six most popular women in the freshman class—and they formed the suite for the most popular co-ed on the Jacksonville campus, the 1933 Homecoming Queen. They are shown here with the royal guards and the royal richshaws.

UP IN SMOKE! Historic St. Joseph's College, founded by Pere LePebvre in New Brunswick in 1864 was recently destroyed by fire. The crumpled walls of its administration building are here shown silhouetted against the new wing of the college, built in 1932, which can be seen in rear.

PERMANENT RELIEF from angina pectoris, a disease of the heart, has been assured by the development of a new operation by Dr. Elliott Cutler, of the Harvard University Medical School. CR's are shown against the eye.
BOOKS OF THE WEEK

Sharp Yet Gentle

Out of My Head. By Margaret Fishback. E. P. Dutton & Company, Inc. $2.00.

The so delightful author of one of last year's best sellers "I Feel Better Now" has favored her public with another book of refreshing, lively verse. Miss Fishback, who lives in New York City, has gathered an abundance of experience from every day observations which she incorporates in her light, rippling lines. She has a capacity for taking the prosaic incidents occurring in that pulsating metropolis, and delicately tearing them apart with gloved hands. Although her criticism is never vehement, nothing escapes her shrewdness. Taxicabs and sparrows, men and vegetables, all receive their due from the sharp yet gentle pen of Miss Fishback. Her style and type of poetry is similar to that of Samuel Hoffenstein's but where the latter refuses to make a detour, Miss Fishback treats euphemistically the many-sided life that whirs around her.

The author came to R. H. Macy & Company, New York department store, after graduating from Goucher College, Baltimore, in 1927. Her brittle verses and sly first person paragraphs made merchandising for the first time gay, permeating the business of selling potato mashers, canaries, and riding habits with puck-like humor. Miss Fishback is now a high-salaried copy writer, a contributor to current magazines, and the author of several volumes of verse.

A Travelling Professor

Raggle-Taggle. By Dr. Walter Starkie. E. P. Dutton & Company, Inc. $3.00.

So rarely are we given an opportunity to pry into the private lives of our college professors that we should consider this charming novel of travel brought to us by Dr. Walter Starkie, professor of Spanish at the University of Dublin, an invigorating experience.

In Raggle-Taggle, an erudite man doffs his pedagogical moss and sets out with a facsimile of a camera on an audacious tramp through the rougher regions of the Balkan countries. From its beginning this fascinating tale is one continuous entertainment, expounding adventure after adventure among the dark-skinned, musical vagabonds of Europe's gypsy clans. It is most amusing to see our pedant brushing elbows with the more truculent half of life, as well as with the dusky female species whose advances he passes off with tactful gentleness, always taking his romance with a grain of salt and never once forgetting his station in life. We follow this troubadour and his disguise, waiting for him to betray himself and his vocation and we are not at all surprised to catch him meditating upon the companions of Xenophon when he comes upon the shores of Lake Balaton.

After reading this pleasant book of travel you will be more prone to appreciate the latent qualities, and feel more kindly towards the sometimes stern, dogmatical figure on the rostrum in your lecture hall.
A NICE FRAME—Sally Eilers spent her recent vacation in the beautiful Yosemite National Park. She has just returned to the movie city to resume her screen work, this time starring with James Dunn.

MOTHER'S LITTLE HELPFUL—Lew Ayres apparently doesn't believe in signs—especially those on the lot.

WHAT ARE WE MAD ABOUT? asks Charlotte Henry, the Alice of "Alice in Wonderland," (at right) as Edward Everett Horton who plays the Mad Hatter is touched up by Wally Westmore for the famous Tea Party scene. At the left we have a scene with cheeses men gambling about the hearth, with Louise Fazenda as the White Queen and Ford Sterling as the White King.

SMART FROCKS AND ENSEMBLES for the up-to-the-second co-ed are illustrated here. At the extreme left is a favorite two-piece type frock with shaped or long tailored sleeves. In the center we have an ensemble that is perfect alone or under your topcoat for important weekend engagements. A campus ensemble that is distinctive is shown at the right. The back and sleeves of the coat are cut in one piece.

PATTERNS MAY BE ORDERED

114 S. Carroll St., Madison, Wis.

In order to obtain the style illustrated in this picture in any color, please note that 25 cents is the cost of the pattern. Add 25 cents for each additional color. Keep this illustration and show it to your draper or dressmaker. 

Report Card
By Prof. Metro Edie Mark

MARKS: Fair, Good, or Excellent

SUBJECT

Introduction of the Character. A masculine merger of Eustace Snow, the mysterious writer, and the mystery writer, the man who plays the part, is brought about by the conjunction of events. This should be handled in an imaginative and skillful manner.

Checking. Every visitor has a perfect record for the week, and each one is checked against the list of visitors. This should be done in an efficient and thorough manner.

Exit. A scene showing the departure of Mr. Smith, the manager, and Mr. Jones, the foreman, is well handled. This scene should be handled in a realistic and dramatic manner.


didn't indicate interest number and was on
IT TAKES HEALTHY NERVES TO PLAY 9-GOAL POLO!

Cecil Smith, one of the highest-ranking polo players in the world, and sensational star of the recent open-championship matches on Long Island, says, "Most polo players, myself included, prefer Camels. I like their flavor and they never upset my nerves."

Steady Smokers turn to Camels

It's no place for jangled nerves—this game called polo. Listen to Cecil Smith, one of America's finest players:

"Polo makes continuous demands on your nervous system. A fraction of a second determines whether or not you can successfully ride your opponent out of a play and a fraction of an inch in your aim when going full gallop may mean the difference of a goal made or missed. No wonder international polo takes years of practice, excellent physical condition and healthy nerves. Most polo players, myself included, smoke a great deal and prefer to smoke Camels. They seem milder. I like their flavor and they never upset my nerves."

Try Camels yourself. You'll like their flavor, too—and whether you play polo or not you'll appreciate the fact that you can smoke as many as you want without upsetting your nerves.

IT IS MORE FUN TO KNOW Camels are made from finer, MORE EXPENSIVE tobaccos than any other popular brand.

CAMEL'S COSTLIER TOBACCOS
NEVER GET ON YOUR NERVES...NEVER TIRE YOUR TASTE
HEADS TOGETHER in a huddle to plan their next grid campaign, the gridiron tollers of Fordham University's backfield are shown above, namely, McDermott, Saransk, Pavlicovic, Harlow, Cawling, Sarota, Pepper, and Gallivan.

FOLLOW ME! cries Bill Cherry to the Ohio State University gridders, and you'll have no trouble diving over that line. Here's one Cherry that cannot be treed when it comes to pulling stunts to pep up the Hoosier rooters.

WHY, HERE'S ELMER! While the editor of the Harvard Lampoon, J. P. Broadstreet, yawns in the luxury of ease, Elmer Lampoon, the janitor, lays aside his broom to tell us a thing or two. Mascot Ibis is looking on.

DUMBEST CRACK of the week is rewarded by Creighton University lawyers by giving a derby to the freshman who makes it. Here is Rosemarie O'Donnell autographing Bernard Vinardi's winnings.

TO AVOID possible Nazi demonstrations, Prof. Albert Einstein left his liner and entered New York on a tug. He was en route to Princeton University, where he will spend the winter in academic seclusion and research work.

BOLD, BAD PIRATES invaded the University of Pennsylvania to take part in the ball for new women students—an affair sponsored by the women's government association to introduce freshmen to their seniors.
FROM ARCHERY TO CREW here are the newly elected leaders of the several sports which are prominent on the campus of Lasell Junior College, Auburndale, Mass. The leaders are, left to right: Marguerite Brandt, hockey; Dell Masterjohn, soccer; Emily Ingwerson, swimming; Carol Morehouse, basketball; Selma Swanson, archery; Esther Owen, tennis; and Emily Cleaves, crew.

THE SPIRIT OF TROY motivates the academic activities of Helen and Olive Parish, 20-year-old twins, who are studying to be diplomats at the University of Southern California.

MODERN PORTIAS scored a victory for their sex, when Josephine Biani Lippi and Sylvia Detwiler overrode a precedent of 180 years and were admitted to the bar by the Philadelphia Law Academy. Both are graduates of Swarthmore College.

HONORING THE FRENCH AMBASSADOR, Andre de Laboulaye (left), and Provost Josiah H. Penniman, of the University of Pennsylvania, Lafayette College, Easton, Pa., awarded honorary degrees of Doctor of Laws as a part of the founders' day ceremonies. Dr. W. M. Lewis, president of Lafayette, made the awards.

PAGING teachers at the annual convention of the Indiana Congress of Parents and Teachers was the job assigned to these students of Butler University and Indiana Central College. Left to right: Susan Scollard, Eleanor Hess, Mrs. Witt W. Hadley, Peg Coulter, Sarah Bratemen, Rosa Voeller and Mary Johnston.
FAMILY REUNION! An impromptu reunion of the president of Princeton University and his brother and mother was held at the Carnegie Institute of Technology, when the former spoke in honor of that institution's founder. Left to right: Pres. Dodds, Mrs. Dodds, and John W. Dodds, of the University of Pittsburgh.

IT'S LIVELIER! And that's why they call it the "rabbit" football. Coach Howard Berry, of Valley Forge Military Academy, is shown holding (at right) the football he has just designed, while at the left is an old style football. The new ball is made of two pieces, and there are no hard points on the ends, making its entire surface resilient.

A MILLION AND A HALF students at the University of Wisconsin pass in review before "Honest Abe" every year, as he quietly watches them come and go to classes. This statue is the only replica of the original in the Lincoln memorial in Illinois.

"WELCOME HOME," greets Miss Margaret Hilde to the graduates of Concordia College in Moorhead, Minn. She is Homecoming queen at the Gopher institution.

MIGHTY MIKE Mikulak, the University of Oregon's star fullback, on his ear after diving over the University of Washington goal line to plant the only touchdown of the game played in Seattle. The photo was taken just as Mikulak scored, and before the Washington men had time to pile on top of him.
CO-ED FOOTBALL! That is what hockey has often been called—at least as is played by the fairer sex. While the men of Drexel Institute, Philadelphia, are attacking the tackling dummy, the co-eds of the Pennsylvania institution are set on the hockey field, and here is the 1933 varsity team. Second from the right is Olga Assante, captain, and in front of her is Josephine Landis, coach.

SCHOLAR, STATESMAN, and EDITOR, Raymond Moley was photographed as he was awarded an honorary degree of Doctor of Laws by Baldwin-Wallace College, Ohio. Dr. C. W. Hertzler (left), head of the sociology department, and Frederick Roehm, dean, are shown placing the cap and gown on Dr. Moley.

POPPULAR on the hockey field as well as in the ballroom is Miss Dorothy Fosdick, daughter of the nationally known New York minister, and a senior at Smith College.

BULL'S EYE shout the co-eds at Augustana College, Sioux Falls, as a member of the archery team takes aim—and can she hit it! They are all expert in the art that made Robin Hood a subject for poets and fiction writers.

HORNING IN on another of man's privileges, Miss Virginia Fellows, blind co-ed at Butler University, brought her big, brass bass horn to school and demanded a uniform—and got it!

"THERE'S MUSIC IN THE AIR" an old song goes—and it is put into practice at Iowa State College. College, fraternity, and popular songs are played thrice daily in the student union as the students go to their classes.

"LITTLE GIANT" in North Carolina football circles, Midget Verble is the dynamic five-footer who stars at half for Franklin and Marshall College. His buddy takes down the data in his field book. The raise is an inclined tunnel made by Michigan iron miners. Fifteen yards is the usual gauge for Halfback Shanahan of the University of Pennsylvania grid warriors. He is shown here counting the Franklin and Marshall right end for a gain in the opening quarter of the Keystone grid battle played in Philadelphia. Penn won, 9 to 0.

HAIL ITALY! Miss Catherine Bradshaw will soon join the graduate body of the University of Rome under a fellowship granted by that institution. She is a graduate of the College of St. Teresa, Winona, Minn.

HERE'S A NEW ONE! Before the annual pants rush Sophomores at the Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute, they—called a disc race—to get in fighting trim for the later rush. Note how their pants are girded to their bodies to prevent snipping.

"RAISES" AND "CHUTES" may not mean much to the uninitiated, but to the students at the Michigan College of Mining and Technology it means that he must spend days underground shooting a raise, while his buddy takes down the data in his field book. The raise is an inclined tunnel made by Michigan iron miners. Fifteen yards is the usual gauge for Halfback Shanahan of the University of Pennsylvania grid warriors. He is shown here counting the Franklin and Marshall right end for a gain in the opening quarter of the Keystone grid battle played in Philadelphia. Penn won, 9 to 0.

FIFTEEN YARDS is the usual gauge for Halfback Shanahan of the University of Pennsylvania grid warriors. He is shown here counting the Franklin and Marshall right end for a gain in the opening quarter of the Keystone grid battle played in Philadelphia. Penn won, 9 to 0.

"ONE WITHIN" and Alliance Athletes, the University's track team, are invited to join in a bachelor's lunch. Yes, indeed.

HAIL ITALY! Miss Catherine Bradshaw will soon join the graduate body of the University of Rome under a fellowship granted by that institution. She is a graduate of the College of St. Teresa, Winona, Minn.
Witch-Woman and Son . . .
*The Curse of the Wise Woman*
By Lord Dunsany.
Longmans, Green & Co. $2.00.

Story tellers are rare and, with the sole exception of David Garnett, there is no one so able as Lord Dunsany in the narration of a fanciful tale. In this book, ostensibly a romantic tale of Ireland, the author weaves a subtly moving story of a witch-woman, Mrs. Marlin, who dominates the scene in which Charles Peridore acts.

After the sudden escape of his father, the victim of political intrigue, we find Charles hunting upon the wild bogs of the countryside in the company of the restless Tom Marlin, son of the witch-woman. A peat development company takes an option to exploit the bog in a fuel manufacturing endeavor. It is in this particular situation that the witch-woman acts in a desperate effort to save the country from the dispoiling methods of the new enterprise.

The story concludes with a dramatic event of utmost intensity and the countryside is again free and immune from the schemes of men.

Lord Dunsany secures effects of sheerest beauty by his constant use of detailed, natural imagery. His style enables him to achieve a great clarity even in the difficult matter of the mysticism and supernatural visions of the witch-woman and her doomed son. The effect upon the reader is instantaneous and lasting.

At the height of his literary powers, Lord Dunsany presents us once more with a novel which is a splendid witness to the abilities of a pen which has, for two years, been strangely idle.

The Colonel's Children . . .
*Worth Remembering.*
By Rhys James.
Longmans, Green and Co. $2.00.

How far the adult has traveled on the way of life since childhood is always poignantly brought home to us whenever we read so excellent a story as that of the Colonel's children. There are three of them, all under the care of the most entertaining Mammy there ever could be, and it is she who provides the patches and sets in her lovingly abusive handling of these refractory "chillun." The locale might be any southern town and the phrases of the youngsters are largely composed of the rich, picturesque language of the Negro.

The rampant, unconventional nature of these impish terrors is too much for the Colonel and it is most amusing to see them making excellent sport of his elevated, stiff lectures on good behavior. We are regretful when the host of adventures ends, at long last, with the children being sent away to school.

Rhys James' use of the Negro dialect is superb. His story has tang and originality. It is a merry tale in an unusual vein and never loses the feeling for childhood or its stormy fun. He returns us to a land we had long lost and so restores a hearty glow we had not felt for so very long a time.

HOUSE BILLS did not follow the downward trend of the depression, so fraternity men at the University of Wisconsin used their wits and found a new source of revenue by establishing a parking lot in their back yard. "Every little bit helps," the boys maintain, as they watch the house bills drop.

A DEPRESSION SCHOOL OF COMMERCE has been established at the Moorhead, Minn., State Teachers College by an unemployed graduate. He teaches students typing and shorthand, and rents typewriters on the side. Donald Bird is founder, manager, and teaching staff of the school.

ROUNDING END for a ten-year gain, Halfback Mattox of the Washington and Lee Generals, tried his best to stem the Yale eleven, but to no avail, for the Elis won, 14 to 0. The Virginians' invasion of the northland brought little but a crushing defeat.

FOR THE FOOTBALL STADIUM—A smart raglan coat in broadtail is appropriate at any late autumn sports event. The big bow neck is a novelty, and the abbreviated little bonnet is unique.
ROYALTY IN A TEPPE! The Tepee Day Queen at Sioux Falls College had no castle—but presided over Homecoming activities from her throne room in an Indian tepee. She is Miss Marjorie Fauquet.

FIVE IN ONE! John D. Lawther is athletic director, professor of psychology and education, and football and basketball coach at Westminster College.

CLEVER Lenoir Kingson has been recruited from Los Angeles Junior College student productions to star in Hollywood productions.

FASHIONS OF TODAY—Frocks for the popular co-ed are featured in the three models shown above. At the extreme upper left is a striking ensemble, combining tweed with jersey, while to the right of it is a glamorous frock for afternoon or evening wear. Deep armholes contrasted with high necklines make the frocks shown above particularly distinctive.

COLLEGIATE DIGEST will pay ONE DOLLAR for snapshots of student or faculty activities submitted by students. Snapshots must be accompanied by negatives and short explanation. No money will be paid for those not used in this magazine, and none will be returned. Send to COLLEGIATE DIGEST, 114 South Carroll St., Madison, Wis.

PATTERNS MAY BE ORDERED from COLLEGIATE DIGEST, 114 South Carroll St., Madison, Wis. Enclose stamps, coins, money order or check for 20 cents for each pattern number and size ordered.
IT TAKES HEALTHY NERVES

IT IS MORE FUN TO KNOW
Camels are made from finer, MORE EXPENSIVE tobaccos than any other popular brand.

LISTEN TO MARY WIGGINS, greatest of all girl stunt performers, as she tells of her discovery that one cigarette is different from the others! She says:

"I have to be sure my nerves are healthy to do my stunts, changing from a speeding auto to a plane, the high dive on fire into fire, wing walking while up in a plane, and the high-altitude parachute jump. As to smoking, I've found that Camels don't interfere with healthy nerves. I've tried all the brands. Camels are milder and better in flavor. They do not give me edgy nerves even when I am smoking a lot."

You'll like that rich Camel flavor and mildness. And your nerves will tell you the difference there is in Camel's costlier tobaccos.
COURT SCHEDULE INCLUDES SEVEN HOME CONTTESTS

The competition for varsity positions on the State college basketball team is rapidly going into an advanced stage. "Coach" Baker states that the team will be in excellent condition when it opposes Drew university on December 9 in the Page hall gymnasium.

Seven encounters on the Page court are listed in the 1933-34 schedule. The squad will trek to New York in January to play the two Brooklyn outfits. The varsity basketball, will be as follows:

George E. Ketcham, '34, manager of varsity basketball, will be in excellent condition when it rapidly going into an advanced stage.

"Coach" Baker states that the team will be in excellent condition when it opposes Drew university on December 9 in the Page hall gymnasium.

THE SIDE LINE

The athletics department has recently performed a unique act of court courtesy. Letters have been sent to the coaches of the teams which are to visit our basketball court this season. These letters contained a list of court officials available in the capital district and also a request for the visiting coach to select the official for his game.

Four out of five of these letters have been answered, and the men selected have been men that have officiated on our court for the past five or six years. This is certainly a compliment to our athletics department in their choice of officials as well as in other respects.

THE BAY STATE FALLS

The boys are now down to business on the Page gym floor, gradually adjusting the basket system and setting up the rusty lingers. The improvement over the first few days of practice is remarkable. If this rate of improvement remains constant, then - beware the rusty lingers.

Pedagogue to Conduct Re-take Pictures Soon

The Pedagogue, senior year book, will conduct re-take pictures Thursday and Friday in the Unitarian-Universalist church on Washington avenue across from the rear entrance of Draper hall. Eleanor Watervright, '34, editor-in-chief, announced. Students who have not yet had their pictures taken may also sign up on the chart on the main bulletin board in the rotunda of Draper hall for settings at this time.

Members of the board will conduct a table in the lower corridor of Draper hall across from the main bulletin board for the collection of subscriptions. The subscription price will be $3.75 until January 5. After this date it will be $4.25. Payments may be made in full or in installments of three one-dollar payments and one of seventy-five cents, respectively.

Members of the board will conduct a table in the lower corridor of Draper hall across from the main bulletin board for the collection of subscriptions. The subscription price will be $3.75 until January 5. After this date it will be $4.25. Payments may be made in full or in installments of three one-dollar payments and one of seventy-five cents, respectively.

JUNIOR COLLEGE SOCIAL STANDING WILL BE DECIDED

(Continued from page 2, column 1)

The question will undoubtedly be brought up in student assembly today. The question seems to deal with whether or not these people are socially members of the State college student association and can participate in the various extra-curricular activities of the College.

Re-take Pictures Soon

The Pedagogue, senior year book, will conduct re-take pictures Thursday and Friday in the Unitarian-Universalist church on Washington avenue across from the rear entrance of Draper hall. Eleanor Watervright, '34, editor-in-chief, announced. Students who have not yet had their pictures taken may also sign up on the chart on the main bulletin board in the rotunda of Draper hall for settings at this time.

Members of the board will conduct a table in the lower corridor of Draper hall across from the main bulletin board for the collection of subscriptions. The subscription price will be $3.75 until January 5. After this date it will be $4.25. Payments may be made in full or in installments of three one-dollar payments and one of seventy-five cents, respectively.

The question will undoubtedly be brought up in student assembly today. The question seems to deal with whether or not these people are socially members of the State college student association and can participate in the various extra-curricular activities of the College.

BRIGHT TOBACCO

U. S. Type 11, 12, 13, 14.

BURLEY TOBACCO

U. S. Type 31.

MARYLAND TOBACCO

U. S. Type 22.

U. S. Type 11 is produced in the Piedmont Belt of Virginia and part of North Carolina.

U. S. Type 12 is produced in eastern North Carolina.

U. S. Type 13 grows in South Carolina.

U. S. Type 14 is produced mostly in southern Georgia—a few million pounds in northern Florida and Alabama.

U. S. Type 31 includes what is called White Burley tobacco. It was first produced by George Webb in 1864. It is light in color and body, and is milder than the Burley used for pipes.

U. S. Type 32, Maryland tobacco, is noted for its "burn". In this respect Maryland excels most other tobaccos.

These are the kinds of home-grown tobaccos used for making Chesterfield Cigarettes.

Then Chesterfield adds aromatic Turkish tobacco to give it the right seasoning or spice. Chesterfield ages these tobaccos for 30 months—2½ years— to make sure that they are milder and taste better.
IollSL

Many of the girls who have never been scouts will work on the
requirements of the troop test. Auditing will be allowed if a
certified badge is produced. The boys can also earn the merit
badges by engaging in service work, and the leaders can
refer to the Boy Scout Handbook for suggestions.

The following girls are the new members of the troop:

Marjorie Long, '34, will assist in organizing and
assisting in the activities of the troop.

The following are the new leaders of the troop:

Miss Margaret Hitchcock, chairman; Elsa Calkins, '36, chairman;
Evelyn Hamman, '36, assistant chairman; and Barbara Nottingham, '35, assistant
chairman. All members of the troop are encouraged to attend the meetings and
assist in the activities of the troop.

The troop will meet every Wednesday night at 8:00 PM in the
Fraternity House of the sorority. All members of the college
are invited to attend.

FRESHMEN HEAD LIST OF STUDENTS

The following freshmen have been placed in the sorority:

Margaret Johnson, '35; Mary Long, '35; and Isabel Martin, '35.

All members of the sorority are encouraged to assist in the
activities of the troop.

Finally, the troop would like to express their appreciation to
the members of the fraternity for their support and encouragement.